
                  Fifth Grade Writing 
                          First Trimester 

 
Creative writing—daily writing focused on a question, topic, or skill, or as based on interest of writers. 
 
Journal writing (may or may not be combined with daily creative writing)—can be used for writing process and 
sequencing, revision, and other skill or style lessons. 
 
Writing process-brainstorming, listing, using graphic organizers, rough draft(s), publishing or “good copies.”     
Using different color pens for revision and editing, sharing, and giving comments and questions, understanding difference 
between pieces to publish or not). 
 
Hook--varied kinds of writing piece beginnings—question, command, exclamation—depending on the type of writing. 
 
Topic--follows hook usually; states thesis or main idea of paper.  Sometimes called the Grandfather Topic Sentence (as 
paragraph topics sentences are called baby topics).  Understanding importance and place for short and longer pieces—see 
below. 
 
Concluding Sentences—ending paragraph should include two or more concluding sentences and should be based on type 
of piece (not using “therefore” in a narrative piece). Students should build repertoire of endings-trying to stretch beyond 
“that is why” or “now you know” endings.  
 
Analyzing Paragraph Structure—Using 5 paragraph graphic organizer to teach first paragraph (hook and topic sentences), 
second, third, and fourth paragraphs each with a “baby topic sentence” followed by detail sentences, and a final concluding 
paragraph .   
 
Narrative/Descriptive Writing Modes—personal narrative style—using personal experiences (real and/or enhanced) for 
topics.  Including rich descriptions with sensory details of people, places, and things using examples from literature and 
teacher writing as models. 

 
Narrative pieces should include figurative language (alliteration, personification, and similes). 

 Narratives pieces should also include dialogue with proper punctuation. 
 
Poetry--Identify and describe sound techniques (rhythm, meter, rhyme scheme—PSSA eligible content) and how they add 
meaning to the text.  Students should be able to use and identify alliteration. 
 
Figurative Language—begin to identify and use similes, personification, alliteration (PSSA eligible content), as well as 
hyperbole and metaphor in daily and more formal writing. 
 
PSSA Writing Prep—students begin to learn best strategies to approach narrative, informational, and persuasive prompts, 
complete graphic organizers (5 paragraph version), and create multi paragraph pieces for Feb. test.  Released prompts and 
anchor papers are available at www.pde.state.us listed under “assessments” and then “resources.” 
 
5 Domains with an emphasis on conventions (using D.O.L—“D.O.L your paper…”), focusing on a few conventions at a 
time.  Conventions grade is worth 20% of total writing score. 
 
By the end of the first trimester, fifth graders should be able to complete a 5 paragraph graphic organizer with some degree 
of independence and after ample modeling.  They should understand the process of going from the graphic organizer to a 
rough copy (adding subtracting, changing the order, etc.).  They should also understand how to somewhat independently 
revise and edit as they go to a final copy--substantial instructional support is still needed.    

http://www.pde.state.us/


 

     Fifth Grade Writing 
                                                                           Third Trimester 
 
Creative writing—daily writing focused on a question, topic, or skill, or as based on interest of writers. 
 
Writing process—brainstorming, listing, using graphic organizers, use different color pens for revision and editing, 
sharing/comments and questions, understanding difference between pieces to publish or not. 
 
Narrative, Informational and Persuasive Writing Modes –as coordinated with S.S./Science curricula and using 5 
paragraph format.  
 
Poetry--Identify and describe sound techniques (rhythm, meter, rhyme scheme) and how they add meaning to the text, 
also identify alliteration when its use is both apparent and presumed intentional.  
 

Narrative pieces should include figurative language (alliteration, personification, and similes). 
 Narratives pieces should also include dialogue with proper punctuation. 
 

Persuasive pieces should include a clear stance on an issue, with three arguments and supporting reasons in the 
middle (three paragraph), and a concluding paragraph that includes a call to action. 

 
Hook—varied kinds of writing piece beginnings—question, command, exclamation—depending on the type of writing. 
 
 
By the end of fifth grade, students should be able to independently plan, organize and write a 5 paragraph piece in 
narrative, informational, and persuasive modes.  Each piece should have an opening paragraph with a hook, topic 
sentence, three body paragraphs each with baby topics and supporting details and a concluding paragraph. Students should 
be able to identify the elements of each mode and include them accordingly.  Students should be independent in their 
editing for capitalization and punctuation, as well as for paragraphing.  Students should be independent when revising as 
they change sentence beginnings, improve word choice with rich vocabulary, and remove or add sentences according to 
thesis of paper. 

 
  
 
 



Fifth Grade Writing 
Second Trimester 

 
Creative writing – daily writing focused on a question, topic, or skill, or as based on interest of writers. 
 
Journal writing—(may or may not be combined with daily creative writing)—can be used for writing process and 
sequencing, revision, and other style or skill lessons. 
 
Writing process—brainstorming, listing, using graphic organizers, use different color pens for revision and editing, 
sharing/comments and questions, understanding difference between pieces to publish or not). 
 
Hook—varied kinds of writing piece beginnings—question, command, exclamation—depending on the type of writing. 
 
Informational and Persuasive Writing Modes—as coordinated with S.S./Science curricula and using 5 paragraph 
format—e.g. info writing from colonist’s point of view,  
 

Persuasive pieces should include a clear stance on an issue, persuasive language, three arguments and supporting 
reasons in the middle (three paragraphs), and a concluding paragraph that includes a call to action. 

 
Transition Words and Sentences --Understanding when and with what type of writing different transitions are 
appropriate.   
 
Mature Writing Style—requiring varied sentenced beginnings, clear 5 paragraph format, colorful vocabulary, use of 
figurative language, and also: 
 

Introductory Clauses—introduced, modeled, and practiced as a way to create varied sentence beginnings. 
Adjectives and adverbs—introduced, modeled, and practiced as way to enhance writing, required use in context 
of writing pieces. 

 
Poetry--Identify and describe sound techniques (rhythm, meter, rhyme scheme—PSSA eligible content) and how they add 
meaning to the text.  Students should be able to use and identify alliteration. 
  
PSSA Test Prep—students continue to practice for the test by using prompts to generate their own graphic organizers 
(with large blank paper) and writing pieces from them. Students understand the requirements of each type of writing (e.g. 
narrative writing needing dialogue and figurative language, and persuasive writing needing appropriate transition words 
and particular awareness of audience). Teachers and students should practice scoring sample papers using PDE samples 
and/or anonymous student work.  
 
5 Domains emphasized—using three areas to correct/ focus on at once (example:  5 different introductory clauses, clear 
topic/baby topics sentences, and correct punctuation).   
 
By the end of the second trimester, fifth graders should be able to identify the elements of different writing modes 
(narrative, informative, persuasive) and, as such, be able to include figurative language, dialogue, and sensory details in a 
narrative piece, straightforward style and purpose in informative writing, and a clear stance, arguments and ending call to 
action with a persuasive piece.  Students should also be able to edit independently for capitalization and punctuation, and 
should be able to revise for clear, controlling theme, and good organization.  Teachers should continue to model all 
aspects of the writing process. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Fourth Grade Writing 

                               First Trimester 
 

Creative writing --journal writing, holiday writing, picture prompt writing, etc. (may or may not be combined with 
journal writing—can be used for writing process and sequencing, revision, and other style/grammatical lessons). 
 
Writing process--brainstorming/listing, graphic organizer, rough draft(s), conferencing/sharing, final copy. 
 
Narrative Writing Mode—using personal experiences as starting point, learning to stretch truth or add details for 
interest.  Maintaining point of view throughout (first, third person, etc.), as well as purpose, and audience. Using 
sensory details to create vivid descriptions. 
 
Analyzing Paragraph Structure—understanding three paragraph structure where first paragraph is hook and topic 
sentence(s), second paragraph is the body paragraph, which starts with a baby topic (or main idea for paragraph), and 
last paragraph is the conclusion.  Understanding, too, that every paragraph need not be “hamburger” style, but that the 
whole paper will follow that model.  This is a key idea as fourth graders will quickly move from three to four, and 
even 5 paragraph papers by the end of the year.   
 
Hook—varieties of hooks should be explained, demonstrated, and practiced.  Pieces will dictate whether hook should 
be a statement, exclamation, question, command, or quotation.  Reading material should be used to provide a plethora 
of examples.   
 
Topic sentences –thesis or “grandfather topic sentence” follows the hook and states the thesis of the piece.  Students 
will learn that, like the hook, topic sentences will change as does the type and tone of the piece.   
 
Concluding Sentences—varieties of ending should be discussed, modeled and practiced.  Examples from books and 
reading material should be used and attention should be given to finding the right endings for the type of piece.  Point 
of view, tone, and style should be maintained through the conclusion. 
 
Poetry--identify and describe sound techniques (rhythm, meter, rhyme scheme) and how they add meaning to the text, 
also identify alliteration.  
 
5 Domains with emphasis on conventions—focus on 1-2 conventions per writing piece (e.g. ending punctuation and 
indenting paragraphs).  
 
 
By the end of the first trimester, fourth graders—WITH SIGNIFCANT HELP AND AFTER AMPLE MODELING-- 
should be able to complete a graphic organizer and write a 3 paragraph piece complete with beginning paragraph of 
hook and topic sentence(s), middle paragraph(s) with a baby topic sentence and details, and an ending paragraph with a 
conclusion of two or more sentences.   
 
 

           
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fourth Grade 
         Second Trimester 

 
Creative writing-- journal writing, holiday or seasonal writing, picture prompt writing, etc. (may or may not be 
combined with journal writing—can be used for writing process and sequencing, revision, and other style/grammatical 
lessons). 
  
Writing process--brainstorming, listing, using graphic organizers. use different color pens for revision and editing, 
sharing/comments and questions, understanding difference between pieces to publish or not. 
 
Informational/Persuasive Modes—use science/social studies curriculum as basis for writing.  Informative writing 
might be testing for acids/bases or explaining food webs, and persuasive writing might be turkey to farmer letters. 
Teach can vary between providing prompts and allowing students some choice of topics.  
 
Figurative Language—use reading materials to focus on similes, onomatopoeia, personification, and other literary 
devices so that students may see how they can be used in their own writing. 
 
Transition Words and Sentences—variety of transition words and sentences are modeled to match the writing 
assignments (first, next, finally…for pieces where sequence is important and therefore, in conclusion, and ‘another 
reason’ for persuasive pieces). 
 
Introductory Clauses—different sentence beginnings are demonstrated and used as part of understanding writing 
genres and using variety to enhance style. 
 
Adjectives—colorful language is modeled, found in reading material, and used to enhance writing pieces. 
 
Mature Writing Style—by listening to and reading books, and sharing peer work students begin to find elements of 
fourth grade writing style—that is, originality, humor, insight, etc.  
 
Poetry--identify and describe sound techniques (rhythm, meter, rhyme scheme) and how they add meaning to the text, 
also identify alliteration.  
 
5 Domains with emphasis on conventions—focus on 1-2 conventions per writing piece (e.g. ending punctuation and 
indenting paragraphs).  
 
By the end of the second trimester, fourth graders should be able to construct a 3-4 paragraph graphic organizer and 
piece—WITH GROWING INDEPENDENCE AND AFTER AMPLE MODELING.  They should understand the 
elements of a writing piece (beginning, baby topics, conclusion, etc.) so that they can continue to improve their writing 
focus, stylistic details, and conventions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



       Fourth Grade Writing 
                            Third Semester 

 
Creative writing-- journal writing, holiday or seasonal writing, picture prompt writing, etc. (may or may not be 
combined with journal writing—can be used for writing process and sequencing, revision, and other style/grammatical 
lessons). 
  
Writing process--brainstorming, listing, using graphic organizers, use different color pens for revision and editing, 
sharing/comments and questions, understanding difference between pieces to publish or not). 
 
 
Informational/Persuasive Modes—use science/social studies curriculum as basis for writing.   

 
Informative writing might be Pennsylvania animal reports—an in-depth project including research, graphic 
organizer, 5 paragraphs—each body paragraph with a baby topic. 
 
Persuasive writing can also be S.S. based; it might be a letter to someone in a different state convincing them 
to come to PA because of its offerings, or a letter to a government official about a law that should be passed 
(related to Harrisburg trip). 

 
Figurative Language—use reading materials to focus on similes, onomatopoeia, and other literary devices so that 
students may see how they can be used in their own writing. 
 
Transition Words and Sentences—variety of transition words and sentences are modeled to match the writing 
assignments (first, next, finally…for pieces where sequence is important and therefore, in conclusion, and ‘another 
reason’  for persuasive pieces). 
 
Introductory Clauses—different sentence beginnings are demonstrated and used as part of understanding writing 
genres and using variety to enhance style. 
 
Adjectives—colorful language is modeled, found in reading material, and used to enhance writing pieces. 
 
Mature Writing Style—by listening to and reading books and sharing peer work, students begin to find elements of 
fourth grade writing style—that is, originality, humor, insight, etc.  
 
Poetry--identify and describe sound techniques (rhythm, meter, rhyme scheme) and how they add meaning to the text, 
also identify alliteration.  
 
5 Domains with emphasis on conventions—focus on 1-2 conventions per writing piece (e.g. ending punctuation and 
indenting paragraphs).  
 
By the end of the third trimester, fourth graders should be mostly independent in their ability to approach a multi-
paragraph piece, regardless of the genre.  While they may not know what details to add or how to put into words some 
elements of the piece, they should know the major ingredients in a multi-paragraph piece (hook/topic, baby topic with 
following details in each body paragraph, and a concluding paragraph). Their understanding of this basic outline of a 
multi paragraph piece is very important as they begin fifth grade and must produce 5 paragraph pieces right away.  
Students should also begin to understand the different transition words, introductory clauses, and language necessary 
for each genre of writing (narrative/descriptive, informative, and persuasive).   

 
 
 
 
 
 



Third Grade Writing 
First Trimester 

 
 
Creative writing—daily (or 4x/week) writing opportunities.  Could be journal writing or morning work, but 
may be related to daily or weekly grammar skill (e.g. colorful adjectives, commas in a series, capitalizing 
proper nouns).   
 
Writing process—students become familiar with progression of brainstorming/listing, one-paragraph 
graphic organizer, rough copy, and final copy.  Pieces from journal may be used as starters for process 
writing.  
 
Narrative writing mode—use own personal experiences (learning to embellish where appropriate or 
needed) to strengthen focus, style, and organization skills in their writing. Modeling of good writing will be 
necessary. 
 
Poetry—regular poetry reading and writing; finding poems that fit into subject areas (about Science or S.S. 
themes, seasonal, holidays, etc.). 
 
Practical writing—students become fluent with writing lists, directions, friendly and/or thank you letters, 
and other “real world” writing. 
 
Vary sentence beginning—as part of daily writing or formal projects, students need models of a variety of 
sentence starters.   
 
Hook—students become familiar with different kinds hooks (questions, exclamation, statements, 
onomatopoeia, etc.) appropriate for type of required writing.  
 
Topic—students understand that the topic sentence contains the thesis (main idea of the piece) and frames 
the purpose and sequence of the writing piece.   
 
Concluding sentence—as with the hook, students become familiar with different kinds of conclusions that 
fit the mood and/or type of writing. 
 
 
5 domains with an emphasis on conventions—Have students focus on 1-2 conventions per writing piece 
(e.g. capital letters and ending punctuation). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By the end of the first trimester, third graders should be able to understand the components of a paragraph:  
hook, topic sentence, detail sentences, and a concluding sentence.  They should be familiar with different 
types of hooks and sentence beginnings.  In fact, when they see the third grade graphic organizer, they 
should know how to start completing it…it is expected that they still need substantial support.  
 
 
 



       Third Grade Writing 
Second Trimester 

 
 
Creative writing—daily (or 4x/week) writing opportunities.  Could be journal writing or morning work, but 
may be related to daily or weekly grammar skill (e.g. capitalizing proper nouns).   
 
Writing process—students become familiar with progression of brainstorming/listing, one-paragraph 
graphic organizer, rough copy, and final copy.  Pieces from journal may be used as starters for process 
writing.  
 
Informative writing mode—topics may be gleaned from S.S./Science curriculum (e.g. importance of water, 
ways to conserve water). AMPLE TEACHER MODELING OF THE WRITING PROCESS IS CRITICAL. 
 
Vary sentence beginnings—as part of daily writing or formal projects, students need models of a variety of 
sentence starters.   
 
Transition Words and Sentences—different transitions and sentence beginnings must be modeled for 
students to see the appropriateness of using words and sentences 
 
Hook—students become familiar with different kinds hooks (questions, exclamation, statements, 
onomatopoeia, etc.) appropriate for type of required writing.  
 
Topic—students understand that the topic sentence contains the main idea and frames the purpose and 
sequence of the writing piece.   
 
Concluding sentence—as with the hook, students become familiar with different kinds of conclusions that 
fit the mood and/or type of writing. 
 
Emphasis on Paragraph Form—students understand how the parts of a paragraph: the hook, topic 
sentence, details with varied beginnings and transitions, and conclusions comprise a paragraph. 
 
5 domains with an emphasis on conventions—focus on 1-2 conventions per writing piece (e.g. capital 
letters and ending punctuation). 
 
Poetry—regular poetry reading and writing; finding poems that fit into subject areas (about science or s.s. 
themes, seasonal, holidays, etc.). 
 
 
 
By the end of the second trimester, third graders should be able to write a paragraph with significantly less 
support than in first trimester.  While they may need help with content of informative pieces, they should 
understand the hook, topic sentence, detail sentences, and concluding sentence sequence of a paragraph.  
They should be familiar with different types of hooks, sentence beginnings, and transitions.  
 

       
 
 
 
 



         Third Grade Writing 
Third Trimester 

 
 
Creative writing—daily (or 4x/week) writing opportunities.  Could be journal writing or morning work, but 
may be related to daily or weekly grammar skill (e.g. capitalizing proper nouns).   
 
Writing process—students become familiar with progression of brainstorming/listing, one-paragraph 
graphic organizer, rough copy, and final copy.  Pieces from journal may be used as starters for process 
writing. 

 
Editing and revising—students use different color writing implements to change their own/peer 
writing, still working on 1-2 editing and revision areas at once (checking to make sure all sentences 
relate to topic, words like nice/cool/good are replaced with more interesting descriptors, and correct 
capitalization and punctuation are used). 

 
Persuasive mode—students learn to find at least 3 arguments for /against and details to support their stance.  
They also see through teacher modeling the, hook, topic, conclusion, transition words and sentence 
beginnings appropriate for persuasive writing.      
 
Hook—students continue to strengthen their skills and become more independent in choosing/experimenting 
with a variety of hooks (modeling will help them try hooks other than the question hook every time).  
 
Topic—as with hook, students work to construct their own topic sentences and make sure that the rest of the 
piece follows the topic.  This requires ongoing modeling and support. 
 
Concluding sentence—students continue to add to and practice using their “stock” of conclusion choices.   
 
Paragraphs—students use third grade graphic organizer to turn pieces into three paragraphs pieces.  
 Paragraph 1—hook and topic sentences 
 Paragraph 2—detail sentences  
 Paragraph 3—conclusion 
 
Note:  Once students are in fourth grade they will learn the difficult skill of writing a “baby topic” sentence 
for the middle or body paragraphs of a piece.   At this point in the third grade year, however, it is sufficient 
that third graders learn how to use the graphic organizer to create a 3-paragraph piece.    
 
 
5 domains with an emphasis on conventions—focus on 1-2 conventions per writing piece (e.g capital 
letters and ending punctuation). 
 
 
By the end of the third trimester, third graders should be able to construct a 3-paragraph piece with a strong 
hook, topic sentence, which will be paragraph 1, detail sentences for paragraph 2, and a conclusion being 
paragraph 3.  While they may not be able to independently choose or differentiate transition words according 
to narrative, informative, or persuasive modes, they should have a very good idea of how to proceed using a 
graphic organizer with considerably less support than in the prior trimesters.   
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